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The following information was furnished on 
February 26 a?d 27, 1964, by YURI IvANovIC~~ NCSENKO:- - b 

-.m.-C -.. a*.. ..---.-- --- 2 
NOSENKO sald he was Deputy Chief of the Tourist 

Departaent, Second Chief Directorate of the Committee for 
State Security (KGB) at the tiue of his defection 
February 4, 1964, at Geneva, Switzerland, and held the 
rank of Lieutenant Colonel. He said the Second Directorate 
of the KGB is concerned with the internal security of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). 

: 
NOSENKO advised he was fauiliar with the visit 

of LEE BARVEY OSWALD to the Soviet Union in the Fall of 
1959 and supervised the handling of the KGB'file on OSWALD ._ - 
inthe Tourist Department. 

:. NOSENKO state&-that when OEWALD arrived as a 
tourist in the Soviet Union the KGB had no current interest 
in him and possessed no information that OSWAID'was a member 
of the Communist Party, USA, elsewhere, or that he was a $ 
member of any-pro-Soviet organization. NOSENKO advised ;f 
that upon arriva.1 in Koscow OSWALD contacted Intourist, 
the official Sovie,t travel agency. OSWALD informed repre- 
sentatives of the Intourist that he desired to remain in 
the Soviet Union. Thereafter, OSPIALD’s case was referred-to 
the Seventh .(Tourist) Department, Second Main Directorate, -- 
KGB. ':: . 

. ..- 
NOSENKO related OSWALD was discouraged from 

remaining permanently in Russia. It was suggested to 
him that he complete his visit as a tourist and return 
to the United States. It was further suggested he could 
thereafter make ppplication through routine channels at* 

. 

the'Soviet'Embassy in the United States for admission as an 
immigrant to the Soviet Union, : 

P 

NXENKO said OSWALD was not regarded by the KGB 
. as being completely normal.mentally nor was he considered 

to be very $nte.lligent.- He stated it was the desire of the 
KGB that CSVALD depart from Russia as early as convenient 
but no effort was made to curtail his visit or to incon- 

1 

i 

On 2/26'and cyt Fairfax 
. 27/64 

by SAs AIAURICE A. TAYLOR, DONALD E. UALTER,Dar.dictar.d 
and ALEKSC POPTANICH:kls 

'2/28/64 _ 
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however, that OSWALD was pointedly informed he could not : 
remain in Russia permanently. Later OSYIALD.was scheduled 
to take a tour of Moscow but before the tour began he was ' ' 
again notified he could not remain in the Soviet Union. 
When he failed to appear for this tour a search was 
instituted for him and according to NOSENKO inquiry was: 
made at the Berlin Hote.1 in Moscow where OSWALD was a . ' 
guest. This inquiry disclosed OSYIALD had locked himself c 
in his room and when entry was made to his.room OSWALD was 
found bleeding from self-inflicted wounds to his wrists-. 
NOSENKO stated OSWALD was rushed to a hospital and NOSENKO 
expressed the opinion that if GSYIALD had not received 
immediate~medical assistance he would have died. 

.I > ,I.. 
NOSEAKO stated that upon OSYIALD*s release from 

the hospital OSWALD was again informed he could not remain 
in the Soviet Uni.on,,whereupon OSWALD declared if this 

1 
6 

were true he would commit suicide. 
; . 

NGSENKO said that at 
this point the Second.Directorate of the KGB *Vwashed its 
hands of OSY~ALD."' 

NOSENKO advised that OSWALD was nevertheless 
permitted to remain terriporarily in Russia'and it is NOS&KO's 

-- 

opinion this was accomplished through the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs or the Soviet Red Cross. NGSENKO said OSWALD was not 
granted Soviet citizenship nor was this ever considered; He 
said OSWALD was thereafter sent to tlinsk in Byelorussiaj 
northwest of Moscow where he was given a small apartment 
and a minor position in a plant, believed by NOSENKO to be .*.' . 
engaged in the manufacture of radio receivers. NOSENKO said 
OSY/ALD received a small sal,ary and this was supplemented by 
funds provided by the Soviet Re'& Cross. 

NOSENKO said the KGB file on OSWALD was then . 
transferred to the regional office of the KGB at Minsk - 
and that office was instructed to maintain a discreet check , 
on the activities of OSWALD. NOSENKO commented that the 
possibility that OSWALD might.be a "sleeper agent" for 
American intelligence had been considered by the KGB but 
at this time the interest of KGB headquarters ia OSWALD - 
wag practically nil. 
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NOSENKO said no further word was received at the 
KGB headquarters concerning OSWALD until he appeared.at the 
Soviet Embassy, Mexico City, Mexico, and sought to return 
to the Soviet Union. He stated the headquarters of the' - 
First Chief Directorate (Foreign Intelligence) at &Ioscow 
was advised of OSWALD's interest in returning to Russia. . -It was subsequently ascertained that OSWALD had been of 
interest previously to the Second Directorate and the l : 
Second Directorate promptly informed the First Directorate 
that OSWALD was of no;&terest to the Second Directorate. -- 
The Second Directorate said it wanted nothing to do with 
OSWALD and it recommended to the First Directorate that ' 
OSWALD not be granted permission to return to the Soviet 
Union. 

;' 
; , 

\ 
. . ,. .._. 

ROSEKXC, related he next heard about OSWALD 
approximately two hours after the assassination of 
President JOKN F. KENNEDY when NCSENKO was summoned to 
the KGB center in Moscow and queried concerning his _ 

i knowledge of OSWALD. NOSENKO said that since no file on 
OSWALD could be located at the center he was instructed 
by General OLEG Iri. GRIBANOV, Head of the Second Directorate, 
to telephone the XGB office at blinsk and obtain a dictated 
summary of information concerning OSWALD. NOSENXO said he 
contacted the KGB office at Minsk and obtained a summary 
wherein there appeared a phrase that the KGB at Minsk&d 

i endeavored- "to influence OSWALD in the right direction." 
J General GRIBANOV was greatly.concerned about this phrase 
i I inasmuch as the KGB in Ninsk'had been instructed to take 

no action concerning OSWALD.' General GRIBANOV ordered all 
: records at Minsk pertaining to OSWALD be forwarded by- . warplane to'No$cow with an explanation concerning attempts 

"to influence OSWALD in the right direction." 

. NOSENXO advised the KGB at klinsk reported no official 
action had been taken to direc$&OSWALD and explained that 
an uncle of AIARINA OSWALD, wire of LEE HARVEY OSWALD, who was 

, a lieutenant colonel in the local militia at Minsk, had 
. voluntarily approached CSWAlD and suggested OSWALD not be 

too critical of the Soviet Union when he returned to the 
United States. NOSEMO commented that when the KGB at &linsk 
was first requesteti to furnish a summary of the OSWALD file 
it was unaware of the in%ernatioAal significance of CSWALD*s 
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activities and had included the statement reporting 'their 
endeavors to influence OSWALD as a self-serving effort to 
impress the KGB center. . J' .-. 

NOSENKO advised that the OSWALD affair was:a source 
of great concern to the KGB center and a large staff of KGB 
employees was called into service and records were reviewed 
in great detail to'make certain the KGB had not utilized 
OSWALD as an agent. 

With respect to ElARINA OSI'IALD, NOSENKO advised 
that sh& was not empl6yed as an agent of the KGB. He said 
she had been a member of the Komsomol (Communist Party Youth * 

. Organization) but had been dropped from the rolls on an 
unknown date-for n-on-payment of dues over a long period of;:' 
time. NOSEXKO stated'MARINA OSIYALS was not regarded by 
the KGB as a very intelligent person. ,%ARINA was permitted 
to depart Russia 'with her husband, but NOSENKO said this 
was of no significance since there was no objection from 
the KGB. -. . 

NOSENKO advised that since the death of STALIN it 
is possible under 'he law-for a Russian wife of a foreign 
national to leave the USSR with her,husband, although,in 
practice this may be prevented as a matter of po1icy.f. 
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On March 3, 1964, ?tTlRI IVANWICB NCSENiO adviied that 
at the time of OSYIALDts arrival in the' Union of Soviet Socialist * 

* PQaition of Deputy Chief 
Republics (USSR) in the Fall of 1959, he (NCSENKO) held the 

Firdt Section, Sovonth Dopartmont, 
Second Chief Directorate' (counterintelligence) 

. 

for State Security); This particular Section 
KG3 (Committee . 

&f which'he was 
then Deputy Chief, handled the KG3 investigations of tourists 

'from the United States and British Commonwealth countries', 

fifteen 
The First Section, at that time, and at present, contains. 

or sixieen officers, 
Case Officers and Senior Case 

holding ranks of Junior Case Officers, . 
Officers. At the time of President 

JOHN F. KFJWEDY's assassination, NOSENXO stated he then held the - ' 
Position of Deyaty Chief, Seventh Department, (Tourist Department) 
Second Chief Xrectsrate, with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. 

a 

The Seventh :.Departmant 
Officar6, 

,~dc.oggi3fing of approximately ninety Case 
is rssponsiblo for KGB investigation6 of tourists from - 

all non-communist countries. 

Priaxr to.-OSWALD1s arrival in the USSR he was completely 
unknown to the KGB, according to NGSENKO. In this connection he 
pointed out that immediately upon issuance of a visa to a per6on . 
to vi&t the USSR, .the Seventh Department (Tourist) Second Chief 
Directorate, KGB, i3 notified. At that time a preliminary 
evaluation is made of the individual and a determination made as 
to what action, if any, ahould be taken by the Tourist Department. 
OSWALD's background was'not of sufficient importance for the Tmrist' 
Department to ha& as> advance interest in him and NOSENSO stated 
that his first knowledge of the existence of OSTfALD arose.in about 
October, 1959, when KIJX GEORGIEVICB XRUPXOV, a Case Officer, in 
hi6 sectisn, reported to him information which KRUPXOV had received 
from an Intouriat interpreter. It wa3 to the effect that OSWALD, 
an American citizen who had eatered'the USSR on a temporary'visa, 
desired to remain permanently inthe USSR and to become a Sovs 
citizen. KRUPNOV at this time d&played to NOSENSO a =emorandm . 

e prepared by KRIJPNOV containing information which had been-received 
by mUP,YOV frcPs KGB iAfOmaAtS'at the Hotel Berlin (which ad=iiAi- 
stratively is p'art of the Hotel Metropole) concerning OSWALD's 
behavior patter& an Intourist itinerary for OWALD, and a tw* 
page report prepared by the Intourist interpreter (a KG3 infor==t) 
concerning his conv Lr6ation6 with OSWALD and his .impressi-s and 
evaluations of OSWALD. At that tiM% a file was opened in NCSENKO's' 
section lncorporaxing a&l or the lnmrnmlon Wbxh, &liUV nad 
collected. 

On 3/3 St 4/64 at Fairfax Counts, Virginia File # WFO 105-37u 

SAs ALEKSO PCFTANXCZ and . 

by W. MARVIN CX-EESZJING: /-imm Dato dictated 3/4/64 
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NOSKNKO and fcRUPNoV, OA basis Of this iAfOrmatiOA, &ACluded 
Lt OSWALD was of no interest to the KGB and both rgreed that OSWALD 
jeared SGmewhat abnormal. NOSENKO could not sPecif'icaliy state 
.t factors caused him to evaluate OSWALD as being abnormal but 
is of all iAfOrm&iOA available to bin at the time there was no 

cn 

bt in his mind that OSWALD was not **fuliy normal," At th2t time 
KGB did not know of OSWALD's prior military service 2nd N&ENKO 

:ed that had such information been available to him, it would--have 
Of no particula: interest or significance to the KGB. 

&cted 
On the basis of NOSE?XO*s evaluaticm of OSWALD ha 

KRUPNOV to advise OSWALD, through the Intourist interpreter, 
OSWALD would not be permitted to remain in the USSR permanently 

that he would have to depart at the expiration of his-visa and 
?zfter Seek re-@Atry as a permanent reSideAt through routine 
~1s at the Soviet Embassy ia the United States. NOSENKO ' s 
l cti<;ns were carried out aAd on the szrce date or the,'following 
.e learned that OSWALD failed to appear for a scheduled tour 
ged by his Intourist guide. This prompted Intourist'*to initiate - 
ts to locate him aad after a couple of hours, inquiry at the 
n Hotel established that OSWALD's room key was missing, 
sting-that he was apparently in his room. Hotel employees then 
iined that OSWALD's rod was secuyed,from the iASide and when 
.led to respond to th@Ar request f'&‘him to open the door, they 
! it open. OSWALD w2s found bleeding severely from Self-inflicted 

and was immediztely taken by an ambulance to a hospital, 
ed by NOSENXO to be the,Botk,ips~kayn Hospital in Moscow. NOSENKO 
t know specifically whether OSWALD'was bleeding from wounds in 
ft or right wrist or whether from both wrists 2nd he did-not 
aat instrument was used to cause the wound or wounds. The 
tticn regarding OSWA.LD*s wounds was received by NOSENKO from 
r who in turn received i‘k from In-tourist soukes. MGSEXKO did - 
)w how long OSWALD remaiced.in the hospital but stated it was 
era1 days. OSWALD's attempted suicide was reported by 

. 

to the Chief of the Seventh Department, Colonel KCXSTARTIN 
ICH DUBAS, aAd NOSENKO believed that DUBAS theA reported it 
Dffice of the Chief of tBe Second Chief Directorate. 
Is original deCiSiOA that-the KGB would not become involved 
BALD was approved by the Chief of the Second Directorate, 
'as further agreed that he.should not be permitted to remain * 
'SSR. 
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A report from the hasp-1 was received which gzve the 
circumstances of OWALD's rdmittance to the hospital, treatment 
received including blood transfusion, and the report stat&l OSWALD 
had attempted kuicide because he was not granted perrmission to remain 
in the USSR. The hospital record also included an evaluation th.at 
CSYIALD's attempted suicide indiczted mental inst2bility. NGSENKO 
did not know whether this evaluation was based on a psychiztric :'a ._. 
examination or,was nierely an observation of the hospital medical'. 
staff. NOSkNK3 also iearned thzt upon GSMALD's discharge from the 
hospital he was again informed by Intourist that he could not reside. 
in the USSR a$ OSWALD stated he xrould commit suicide. 

1 -b 
NOSENICO d~d'kot know who made the decision to grant.&ALD 

permission to reside temporarily in the USSR, but he is sure it was. 
not a KG3 decision and he added that upon learning of this decision 
the KGB instructed'that OSNALD not be permitted to reside in the 

i I 
Lisscow 8182. NOSENKO suggested that either the Soviet Red Cross or 
the liinistry'.of Foreign Affairs made the decision to permit OSWALD 
to reside in the USSR and also made the decision to assign him to 
lmlsli. NOSENKO zttzched no particular significance to the fact that 
OSWALD was settled in t;linslc but offered the opinion that since LIinsk 
is a capital city of one of the Republics and is an above-average. 

. Soviet city in cleanliness .and modern facilities, it was selected 
! .in order to create a better impression on OSWALD, a foreigner. 

I 
After the KG5 was advised of the decision to authorize 

OSXALD to reside in ZJinsk it was-necessary for KRUPNOV to bring 
0SNALD.s file up to dzte for purpose oA a transferring it to the KGB . 
Office in hEnslr. This was done and the file was forwarded to L!insk . 
by alcover letter prepzred-by'KRUPNOV. 'That cover letter briefly 
kmm2rized OSWAlD's case and specifically instructed that iG3, Llinsk, 
take no action concerning OSWALD except to "passively" observe his 
2ctivities to make sure he was not a United States intelligence 
agent temporzrily dormant. KRUPNOV*s letter was read by NCSENXO . 
2nd signed by DUDAS. .,. . 

. *-?-~J~&QF lWSENK0 stated that in view of instructions from KGB, 
I ucJsc0w, no active interest could be taken in OSNALD in L'insk with- ,. 

cut obtaining prior approval from KG3, Doscog. According to 
NOSENKO no such approval w2s ever requested or granted and based 
on his experience, he opined that the only coverage of OSWLD 

i during his stay in Minsk consisted of periodic checks at his place 
of employment, inquiry of neighbors, associates and review of his 
mail. 

‘1, 
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The next time NOSENKO heard of OSWALD was in connection 
with ~WALD's application to the Soviet Embassy in ldexico City for. 
a Soviet re-entry visa. NOSERKO did not know how Mexico City 
advised MOSCOW of sub;ii'ect's application. His knowledge resulted 
from-an oral inquiry of NOSENKO's department by LI. I. TURALIN 

. Service Number Two, (counterintelligence in foreign countries; 
First Chief Directorate. NOSEXKO recalled that TURALIN had or:lly 
contacted VLADIMIR KUZXICH ALEKSEEV, Chief, Sixth Section @': 
NCSENKO's Tourist Department, with respect to OSWALD. N0SEjuc0's 
Department had no interest in OSWALD and recommended that &IAJ.,D~s 
request for a re-entry visa be denied., NOSENKO could not recall 
when CSWALD visited BexicoCity in connection with his visa 
application. 

. EOSENKO's next .knowledge of OSI7ALD's activities arose a$ 
a result of President"JOXN F, ~NNEDY's assassination. NOS ES~iO ~ I 
recalled that about two hours after President KENXEDY had been shot 

i he was:telephonically ,advised at his home by the KGB Center of this 
fact. 'A short time later he was telephonically advised of the 
President's death. About two hours later.NCSENKO was advised that 
OSWA.LD.had been prrested, and NOSENKO apd his staff were called to 
work for purpose of determining whether the KGB had any infcrmation * 
concerning OSWALD. After establishing OSWALD's identity from KGB 
files and ascertaining that OSWALD*s file was still in Minsk, U?SSSKO 
on ins$ructions of General OLEG'B. GRIBABOV, Chief of the Second Chiei 
Directprate of the KGB;telephonically contacted the KGB Office in - 
ldinsk'@nd had them dictate a summary cf the OSWALD file. NOSENKO 

'v did not personally accept this summary, but it was taken down by an 
employee of his department. As reported by NOSENKO at the time of 
his interview on February 2.6, 196+ this summary concluded with a 
statement that the KGB at Minsk h$d endeavored "to influence OSmALD 
in the right direction." As reported by NOSENKO, this latter state- 
nront greatly disturbed GRIBANOV'since the KGB.Headquarters,had.. 
instructed that no action be taken concerning OSWALD except to 

.* 

passively observe his activities. Accordingly, GRIBANOV ordered 
all records at Minsk pertaining to OSWALD be forwarded immediately 
to Moscow by military aircraft with an explanation concerning the 
meaning of the above-mentioned statement. NOSENKO read the.file 
summary telephonically furnished by Minsk, the explanation from. 

. 
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Minsk concerning the meanin g of the above-mentioned statement and thoroughly reviewed OSWALD's file prior to making same avail&e to 
SERGEI BIKHAILOVICF FEDGSEEV, Chief of the First Department, Second 
Chief Directorate, 
GRIBANOV. 

who prepared a two-page summary memorandum for 
That memorandum was furnished by GRIBANOV to VLADIMIR 

SEDXCBASTNY, Chairman of KGB who i'n turn reported to the'central 
Ccmmittee of the Communist Party, USSR, and to N‘IXITA S. KBRUSHCREP. 
According to NOSENXO, OSWALD's file, as received from Elinsk, contained 
no information to-indicate that the KGB at Minsk had taken any action 
with-respect to OSYJALD contrary to instructions from KGB Headquarters. 
It did contain'information"concerning OSWALD's marriage to MARINA 
OSWALD, background data on EIARINA, including fact she had been. a .. 
member of the Konsczml (Cozxmmist Party Yoc$h Organization) but 
was dropped for nbapayment oi dues and the fact that the OSWALDs .I 
had departed the USSR forthe United States. His file also included 
a statement that GSWALD had been a poor worker. NGSENKO read 
FEDOSEEVts summary memorandum and he recalled that it contained the 

b. definite statement thtit from the date of OSIALD's arrival in the USSR 
until his departure from the USSR, the KGB had no personal contact.. 
with OSWALD aAd had not attempted to utilize him in any manner. 

NOSENKO was questioned as to whether CSWALD could have been 
trained and furnished assignments by any other Soviet intelligence 
organization including the GRU (Soviet Liilitary Intelligence) or the 
Thirteenth Department of the First Directorate of the KGB (which 
deals with sabotage, explosions, killings, terror). NOSENKO stated 
that he is absolutely certain that OSWALD received no such:training 
or assignments. rn this connection he explained that if any other 
department of KGB wanted to utilize:,'OSWALD, they would have to 
contact the department which originally opened up the file on OSWALD 
(NGSENKO'S department) and ask permission to utilize him. NOSENKO 
stated that this would also apply- to GRU. NGSENKO further explained 
that in view of their evaluationthat OSWALD appeared to be mentally 
unstable no Soviet Intelligence Agency, particularly the Thirteenth 
Department,wouid consider using him. NOSENKO also advised that 
further evidence that OSWALD was,not of intelligence interest to the 
KGB is shown by the fact that the KGB Headquarters did not retain a *' 
control file concerning OSWALD following his settlement in Bin&.' * 
Be elaborated by stating that had OSWALD been of any intelligence 
interest to KGB a control file would also have been maintained at. 
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KGB Headquarters. This file would have been assigned to a Case 
Officer at Headquarters with responsibility to direct supervision 
Of the case, including 
Case Officer. 

:he rcaking of periodic visits to Z.linsk by the 
In OS17ALD's case the only record maintained at KGB 

* Headquarters in Z!OSCGW was an index card bearing OSWALDts name and 
the identity of the department which originated the file concerning 
hin. 

. . 
NCSEh'KO advised that he ascertained from reading-GSCALD*s 

file that the Soviet Red Cross had nade payzzents to OSWALD. Be 
stated, however; that it is 2 nornal practice for the Soviet Red 
Cross to make.payments to erigres and defectors in order to assist 
thorn in enjoying a botter;'&ndard of living than Soviet citizens 
engaged in similar occupations. He learned that OSWALD received . 
the minimum payments froze the Sovie t Red Cross which he estinated 
to be approxiaately.LJ.fibles pr month. He did not know when these 
payments began and did not know for how long they continued. 

NCSENKO stated that there are no Soviet regulations which 
would have prevsnted.OSWALD from traveling fr- Minsk to Moscow. 
without police authority. He stated that Soviet citizens likewise . 
are permitted to travel from place to place without having to . 
receive special permission. 

Following President IcENNEDY's assassination, NCSENKO . 
ascertained f roti1 OSWALD's file that he had had access to a gun 
which he used to hunt game with fellow employees in the USSR. 
He could not describe the gun used by CSVALD bat did rszeaber 

' that it was used to shoot rabbits. NCSEDKO stated that Western 
n6wspaper reports describe OSWD-as an expert shot; how6ver, 
OSWALD's file contained statements from fellow hunters that OSWALD. 
was an extremely poor shot and that .it.was necessary for persons . 

who accompanied Lin on'hunts $0 provide him with game. 
I' . 

NOSENKO stated that there is no KGB and:no GRU training . 
school in the vicinity of LIinsk. . 

According to NOSENKO, no separate file was naintained.by 
the KGB concerning XARXNA CSWALD and all of KGB's-information 
concerning her was kept in OSWe's file. He said that no infornation 
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in that file indicated that the XGB had any interest in LlkpINA 
OSWALD either while she was in the Soviet Union or after she 
departed the Sovti Union. NOSENXO also advised that XGB had . 
no plans to contact either OSWALD or BARINA in the United States. 

NOSENKO opined that after OSWALD departed the USSR he 
would not have beenpermitted to re-enter th% country under any 
circumstances. He expressed the opinion that UARINA and der 
children would have been granted permission to:return alone had 
President =NNEDY not been assassinated. 

2. 
Since the assassination of President Kennedy he does not 

know what decision would be made with respect to MARINA OSWALD and 
her children. 

*- . 
& 

,, . . . . . j. f' 
NOSEKXO had no information that the; Soviet Government _. 

i ever received a:ny contact from the Cubans concerning OSWALD, and 
he knew of no Cuban,involvement in the assassination. 

NCSENXO stated that he had no knowledge that OSWALD had 
made application to re-enter the Soviet Union other than through 
his contact with the Soviet Embassy at Mexico City. Be pointed 
out in this connection, that had 0SVAT.D applied at the Soviet 
Rnbassy in Washington, D. C., or elsewhere, the XGB would not 
have ever been apprised of the Visa request if the visa issuing 
officer at the Embassy decided.on his own authority to reject the 
visa application. 

I 

NGSENXO'noted that all mail addressed to the American 
Embassy in Moscow, &anating abroad or from the USSR itself,is 
first reviewed by the XGB in LZoscow,~ NOSENXO added that on. 
occasions mail from%ignificant" persons is not even permitted 
by XGB to reach the American Embassy. In the case of~CS~~ALD,~~OSENXO :;1: 
stated that since he was of no significance or particular interest 
to the XGB,.corraspondence from OSWALD would be permitted to reach 
the Embassy, even though critical. Bowever, NOSENXO had no knowledge . 
that OSWLD ever directed a communication of any type to the American 
Embassy in Zfoscow. 
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NOSENKO stated that no publicity appeared in the Soviet 
Press or over the radio regarding OSVALD's arrival or departure 
from the USSPC and no publicity resulted from hS attempted suicide. 
Soviet newspapers and radio have carried nuIzerOus statements 
concerning President XENNZDY's asszssination which quoted fr%m 
Western newspaper stories concerning OSWLD's alleged involvement 
including the fact that OSMALD.had previously visited the TJSSB. 

NCSEkKO advised"ho'%2w nothing unusual in the fact that - 
OSWALD was permitted to marry a Soviet citizen and later permitted . . 
to depart the USSZX with her. He no-tad that Soviet law specificzlly 
provides that a Sovietcitizen mzy marry 2 foreign national in the/ 
USSR and depart from tho USSR with spouse,provided, of course, the 
Soviet citizen had not ,had access to sensitive Information. 

It was his opinion that President X(EI?NEDY ~2s held in 
high esteem by the Soviet Government .2nd that President KWQXDY 
had been evaluatecf by the Soviet Government as a person interested 
in maintaining peace. 

; 
He stated that following the assassination, . 

the Soviet guards were removed from around the American Embassy in 
~IOSCOW and the Soviet people were permitted without interference to 
visit the American Embassy.to express their condolences. According 
to NOSENKO, this is the only occasion he can recall where such actica 
had been.taken. He said that the orders to remove the guards c2me. 
f X-On '12bove.** Ke added thzt his department provided approximately 
20 Iiten who spoke the English language for assignment in the immediate. 
vicinity of the Americzn Embassy in D'oscow to insure that no dis- 
respect was shown during this period. . 

i 

OnXarch 4; 1964, 'NOSZ$O stated that he did not .want-..any 
publicity in connection with this information but stated.that.he 
would be willing to testify to this information before the 
Presidential Commission, provided such testimony is given in secret 
and absolutely no publicity is given either to his,appearance:before. 
the Commission or to.the information itself& -. 
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NOSENKO stated that no publicity appeared in the Soviet 
Press or over the radio regarding OSI'Jf;LD~s arrival or departure 
from the USSR and no publicity resulted frca his attempted suicide, 
Soviet newspapers and radio have carried nucerods statements 
concerning President KENNXDY*s assassination which quoted fFcm 
Western newspaper stories concerning OSVA.LDts alleged involvement 
including the fact that OSMALD.had previously visited the USS,S. 

NO&K0 advised ‘he'kaw nothing unusual in the fact that - 
OSWALD was permit,ted to marry a Soviet citizen and later permitted . . 
to depart the US% with her. Ee notsd that Soviet law specifically 
provides that a Sovietcitizen may marry a foreign national in thp 
USSR and depart from the USSR with spouse,provided, of course, the 
Soviet citizen had not,had access to sensitive information. 

It was his bpinion that President XcE2?XXDY was held in 
high esteem by the Soviet Covernment.and that President KSmiDY 

j-had been evaluate,d by the Soviet Government as a person interested- 
in maintaining peace. He stated that following the assassination, 
the Soviet guards mere removed from around the American Embassy in 
Moscow and the Soviet people were permitted without interference to 
visit the American Embassy.to express their condolences. According 

: to NCSENKO, this is the only occasion he can recall where such acticn 
: had been.taken. Ee said that the orders to remove the guards c=e - 
: from 'tabove.lt He added that his department provided approximately 

20 men who spoke the English language for assignment in the immediate. 
: vicinity of the Auericzn Embassy in Moscow to insure that no dis- 

respect was shown during this period. i 

0%Earth 4; 1964, .NOSEJ?KO stated that he did not &ant:-any 
publicity in connection with this information but stated-that.he 
would be willing to testify to this information before the 
Presidential Commission, provided such testimony is given in secret 
and absolutely no publicity is given either to his,appearance:before. 
the Commission or to.the informatia itselfi ' 
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if tho xxtterial he furnished"on Llarcii"%~~6~, re 
On Larch 6, 1964, WRI IVANOVICH NOSEXXOga;;;;igred 

LEE HARVEY OSWLD was given to the appropriate authorities 
with his request that no publicity be granted the information 
he furnished. He.was advised that this was done. . - 

:. . 

. 

NOSEXKO was asked if an alien residing in the Soviet . 
Union could own a rifle or shotgun. He replied that tin alien 
can own a shotgun, but it must be registered with the"Uilitsia. 
He added that an alien can buy a rifle for hunting only with 
the permission of the Militsia prior to the'purchase,f&nd it 
must be registered wgth the Militsia. He stated that<Ft no .- 
time can an alien buy or carry a pistol or a milita.ry;rifle. 

. 

. 
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On Larch 6, 1964, YCJRX IVANOVICH NOSENKO inquired 
if tho material he furnished--on &rcl?"-4~6~rding 
LEE HARVEY OSWLD was given to the appropriat; authorities 
with his request that no publicity be granted the information 
he furnished. He.was advised that this was done. . - 

:. : . 
NOSEXKO was asked if an alien residing in the Soviet * 

Union could own a rifle or shotgun. He replied that an alien 
can own a shotgun, but it must be registered with the'W.litsia, 
He added that an alien can buy a rifle for hunting only with 
the permission of the Militsia prior to the'purchase,ipnd it 
must be registered w+th the Militsia. He stated that!at no - 

: time can an alien buy or carry a pistol or a militaryi.rifle. 
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